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‘How-to’ guides tailored to different industries to help 
navigate through government licences, approvals and 
regulations
 
Digital platform offering an intuitive and personalised 
experience for businesses to manage and comply with 
regulatory processes relevant to their industry
 
Business Concierge provides free, over the phone, 
personalised assistance, to navigate government 
processes faster and easier

Improve the customer experience by helping small 
businesses navigate  the processes to start, run and grow 
a small business

Simplify processes and reduce the underlying complexity 
and regulatory burden for small business owners

Deliver economic benefits for small business and the 
State of NSW

Easy to do Business

Key Objectives and Program Benefits 

Focus Industries 

Two focus industries:

Easy to do Business Offering

SNSW EtdB Work Streams
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Cafes, Restaurants 
and Small Bars

15,651*

Housing 
Construction

14,570*

SNSW 
EtdB

*Number of Small Businesses in NSW in industry as at EOFY 2018

Product

Council 
Engagement and 

Business Concierge

Customer 
Experience

Strategy, Policy and 
Program 

Management



Our prioritisation methodology

CUSTOMER PAIN POINTS

INFORMS

EtdB Customer Experience conducted broad customer 
research which identified 169 customer pain points in the 
Housing Construction industry and 133 customer pain 
points in the Cafes, Restaurants, and Small Bar industry

NSW TREASURY
NEGOTIATIONS

Service NSW, on behalf of EtdB Program and Partners, met with 
NSW Treasury to negotiate the program’s delivery 
commitments, in response to the 302 identified customer pain 
points across both industries. 

COMMONWEALTH
COMMITMENTS

INFORMS

INFORMS

INFORMS

EtdB 
MILESTONES

The NSW Treasury commitments directly informed the detailed 
Commonwealth Agreement commitments. Timeframes were 
agreed to be September 2018 and March 2019.  

Delivery Roadmaps to meet our Commonwealth and Treasury 
Commitments
July - September 2018
October 2018 - March 2019

STREAM DELIVERY SPRINTS

Delivery Roadmaps to meet our Commonwealth and Treasury 
Commitments
Further broken down into stream delivery sprints across CX, Product, 
Regulatory etc

169 133

37

55
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What is Experience Management
In 2018 Etdb  received approval to proceed with an experience management  pilot of the qualtrics platform to determine its viability at scale for 
Service NSW and support the following functions. The pilot is supporting CX reporting, customer panel management, digital services, omni 
channel offerings and providing insights in benefits realised in the program to reporting the Australian commonwealth and NSW treasury. Our 
team are also using the platform to measure economic benefits that our successful customers are providing their communities and the state.

The experience gap below is an organisations ability to collectively combine their operational data (O Data) with experience data (X Data).
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What is O data and X Data

Operational

DATA
Experience

DATA

● Handle time
● Wait time
● Cost to serve
● Volumes
● Utilisation
● Effort

● CSAT
● Customer Feedback
● Social Media comments
● Employee feedback
● Survey results
● Brand Perception

The success of a customer interaction is the combination of operational process (O Data) and the 
customers perception of an experience (X Data). 

To ensure the customer is at the centre of improvements and new services it is important to look at 
interactions wholistically with process and experience by combining O Data with X Data for analysis
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How Service NSW for Business is approaching Experience 
Management

Measure what 
matters most

Predict with 
detailed analytics Act and Optimise

“Measuring emotion 
and sentiment on the 

interactions that matter 
most to the customer. 

Gaining feedback at the 
right time for right 

reasons”

“Leverage machine 
learning to dive deep 

into feedback and 
uncover hidden trends 

to predict future 
behaviour”

“Build outcome based 
alerts into reporting 

dashboards and 
generate closed loop 

ticketing to operational 
and product teams”
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Survey triggered by key journey transaction

Questions are based on behavioral outcome based 
drivers  (Trust, Ease, Confidence, Accessibility)  

If a customer is dissatisfied an option for follow up is 
offered to the customer and ticket for resolution 
opened. 

Experience Management Surveys
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Experience Management Dashboards

• Sentiment
• Benefits Measurement
• Digital Satisfaction
• Linked to customer transactions
• Lifetime satisfaction score

• Visual measurement of experience across 
customer journey

• Ability to export to external stakeholders
• Fully secured data storage and transmission 

(stored onshore)



Key Features of Qualtrics Digital Experience Measurement
Digital Interceptions

• Tag a digital form, page or 
transaction

• Set customer success thresholds 
(time in section, completed 
transaction etc)

• Deploy a pop up to educate or 
recover a customer to 
production within 15 mins

• Pop up can appear if customer 
moves cursor to exit site or 
spends too long in digital form 
fields

• Send real time reports to 
product managers

• Based on priority matrix for 
action



Our Results



Some of our results



Some of our results



1.
2.
3.



Customer Verbatim Themes

A summary of customer verbatims when we asked them how they felt about Business Concierge offerings.  .

Tailored to my needs.Ongoing support



Time Saving

“We came Canberra to set up a 
Business in a new state, we are really 
appreciative of the support in 
understanding what we need to start 
up our business was amazing, It has 
helped us tremendously in saving 
time, Kudos to the  Business 
Concierge and the whole team for 
helping me through this. “

Respecting my time

“The service offered was  very  
personalised , he went  an extra mile to 
guide us,  supported us the whole time 
.”

Explain what to expect.

“The initial contact helped me in 
making sure we got everything 
right”. 

“A massive help to anyone who 
has not run a business before.”



Reliable Source

“The Service offered was great,  I knew 
what to do however, you helped me 
understanding how it is done . For 
example Permit for councils. what are 
the requirements, what certifications I 
need etc”

“Service was most effective with providing 

guidance with finding the right things I 

needed, and where to find them.”

You guys helped me a lot in my initial stages and 
Calmed me down a bit.  There is so much I can 
know about opening a business, and you guys 
helped me making sure I'm not missing anything 
and doing something illegal. The help you offered 
me for my permit with the council was amazing.”

“Nice to have a go to. Very supportive of the program as it has

helped me grow from one to 2 cafe's now. My great frustrations 

have been with local council has been very bureaucratic, 

information was never consistent, some people were very 

empathetic, and others were a hindrance.”



Ongoing Support

“You exceed my expectations when ever hear 
from you guys. Coming from a corporate world It 
was very hard for me to make the decision.  But 
with your guidance and support I was able to 
open the doors in June 2019.”

Resolve the situation

“You guys are helping making business like me a lot easier. I've had 
tremendous support from your team in terms of information you've provided 
for me to be compliant - licensing information, what to do for DA approval even 
though council did not approve my plan for small bar- I've learnt a lot in the 
process. The support from Service NSW - Easy to do business team has 
been phenomenal. I've had one of your guys come over to the council to 
discuss my business plan - which is a testimony of your great service”.

Act with Empathy

“Good stepping stone for starting a business 
as the information provided was helpful. Ongoing 
support will be very beneficial for  business 
rather than the support at the start.”

“The help your team has offered was 
great, I recall your follow ups to ensure I 
have the information I need. “

“I had follow up call backs - which was great in setting up a

business, planning. The support Service NSW gave was very

helpful and it was their when I needed it - I haven't explored the 

services as much I should have.”



Tailored to my needs

“Every question I had, the business concierge 
has given the answer and was willing to look into 
any further questions.”

“Gave a starting point and where to start from.” 

We are currently very small scale and just covering the cost. The program was very 
useful as it introduced me to a lot of things I didn't know, gave me a structure to 
start with, consolidated the work load for me, It'll be useful to have council forms, 
checklists available in place ( like your website) to refer to especially for businesses 
that would like to grow.

I've referred your service to another friend and would love to 
get some more information on something that is on my mind

The guy I spoke with was very helpful in getting me 
through the DA permit



Opportunities for Business Concierge.

We asked what is that they would like to see more of, what worked well and suggestions about what could be 
change in the Easy to Do Business program.

 “Please include information about  
 Grants as one of your offerings as 
 that is a big help and is missing at 

 the moment.”

 “ It would be great if the program 
 could advise more information on 
 Grants available and the Traineeship 

 and Apprenticeship program  to 
 save start up costs.”

Grants

“I need customers in my business, if 
 you could help me with the  marketing 

 that would be great”
 

 “One suggestion I'd like to make is to see 
 if you can help customers in marketing 

 strategies - how to  promote business to  
 get  customers would be really  beneficial.”

“ The only feedback I have if you could provide more 
 marketing strategies  on how to promote business on  
 social media, facebook or online marketing would 

be  really good to see in the program.”
 

 “ I’m also looking for some support in marketing &
will contact Service NSW via email.”

Marketing Awareness

“I would love to see more 
programs like this driven 

towards Regional areas. It is a 
great support system.”

“Is it there for everyone to use? 
would be better if it was more 

widely advertised.”

“I wish you were given some 
Authority to step in and be a 

voice for us when dealing with 
Council and RMS making 

parking changes”

“council should have more 
information regarding Easy to do 
business as he had to find Easy 

to do business himself via a 
desktop research”

Miscellaneous

“No  DA application for Air BNB - the council didn't 
have any follow up & what courses do I need to 

do? “

“I had done the DA, and needed more help with 
music license.”

“One thing I want to see more standard 
employment agreement for the staff.”

“I'm struggling being a foreigner in the country, 
especially understanding the  regulations, 
paperwork required and steps to follow. “

 “A standard business rule when it comes to 
Mobile Food Vending and is frustrated having to 
deal with RMS in one instance for rest stops and 
then the council for the other half of the premit. 



Where to from here?



Strategic principles Insights Enablement

Data Accuracy

Voice of 
Customer

Single view of 
Customer 

Master Data Management

Start with Omni 
Channel Experience Management



Predictive and Responsive Research Practices

Self Service 
Analytics

Refer to research 
library

Leverage internal 
customer panel 

Size a problem first

Access customers 
quickly Re-use research



Key Considerations

● Review and optimise interaction records and data capture at frontline levels. Develop consistent 
definitions and educate across the organisation

● Establish robust  governance and procedures to recruit and interview customers

● Design for omni channel to reduce duplication of customer records

● Implementation of  customer experience measurement tools and metrics

● A shared consistent platform for all customer research findings

● Team resourcing with access to agency and enterprise data warehousing to collect and analyze 
operational data quickly and accurately


